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Germano Family Update
Looking Behind
It has been exciting to look back at what
the Lord has done over the past two
months. Beginning with just a few
people, we have seen more and more of
our neighbors participate in the Bible
study. Stephanie’s class for the children is
also growing, and we had to move them
to a bigger room to accommodate all of
them. As far as our outreaches, things
have slowed considerably recently with
the surge in Covid-19 cases. We are back under restrictions and curfews
which have hindered the start of our adult English classes, and we had to
cancel a big evangelism push with those from New Life in the capitol due
to the elevated cases. However, we are grateful that we still can meet for
our Sunday morning Bible study. We enjoyed a visit from Stephanie’s
parents during June, and her dad preached and her mom taught during
their trip. We also celebrated Elena’s Kindergarten graduation while they
were here.

Looking Ahead

• Growth in the

Bible Study
• New visitors and

attenders
• Elena’s

graduation
• Great visit with

family
• Wonderful

Father’s Day

Prayer Needs:
• Bible Study
• Decline in Covid

Lord willing, we will begin our English Classes for the adults as soon as the
curfew is moved backed. Stephanie will start her Kid’s English camp this
week during the day, and she is looking forward to using this to not just
give back to the community but also to share the gospel with the children
in the neighborhood. We are also waiting on the decline of the new cases
to plan our VBS. Tentatively, we are aiming for the end of July or the
beginning of August. Please pray for us as we seek to best minister here in
the community with the increased restrictions. We are asking prayer as
well for wisdom about when to officially organize the church. We have a
few families coming faithfully, and we are praying for more to join us in
the coming months.
God bless,
The Germanos
Serving with WWNTBM
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cases
• English classes
• Summer VBS
• Opportunities to

witness
• Final stages for

our visa

Video Update:
• Take a few

minutes to view
our latest
Germano
Minutes!
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